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Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) has been shown to be potentially useful for
identifying microorganisms in real time. It is a selective and sensitive technique because
the excitation is performed at one wavelength while the emission is monitored at longer
wavelengths so that background from the excitation source can be eliminated. This
specialized optical property of LIF can be applied to development of an optical sensor
capable of quickly, non-invasively, and quantitatively probing complex biochemical
transformations in microorganisms. Various bio-photonic optical fiber sensors based on
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy were developed as diagnostic tools for
microorganisms. In the first phase, the enhancement of the sensitivity and selectivity of
the optical sensor system focused on diagnosis of human breast cancer cell lines and
Azotobacter vinelandii (an aerobic soil-dwelling organism). Auto-fluorescence spectra
from human breast cancer cell lines and Azotobacter vinelandii corresponding to different
growth environments were investigated. Then, the study has expanded to include the use
of gold nanoparticles for specific DNA detection. The use of gold nanoparticles opens a

door into construction of a compact, highly specific, inexpensive and user-friendly
optical fiber senor for specific DNA detection. An optical fiber laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) sensor based has been developed to detect single-strand (ss) DNA
hybridization at the femtomolar level. Effects of various experimental parameters and
configuration were investigated in order to optimize sensor performance and miniaturize
sensor size.

Key words: Laser induced fluorescence, human breast cancer cell lines, Azotobacter
vinelandii, DNA, gold nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Optical spectroscopy has been widely used to acquire fundamental knowledge
about physical, chemical, and biological processes that occur in biomaterials.1-33
Especially, the characterization of living organisms by spectroscopic techniques has been
gaining importance. This is mainly because spectroscopic methods are simple, accurate,
non-invasive, and require minimum sample preparation. Fluorescence spectroscopy, in
particular, has evolved as a powerful whole-organism fingerprinting technique for rapid
identification of living organisms. The popularity of fluorescence spectroscopy in the
area of chemical and biological system diagnosis mainly stems from (1) its high signalto-noise ratio, (2) its lack of interference from water, and (3) its ability for real-time
monitoring of biophysical processes. For these reasons, fluorescence spectroscopy is
widely used as an ultra-sensitive and single-molecule spectroscopic tool in biophysics.
Also, a number of investigators have looked toward fluorescence as an important method
for obtaining characteristics of living organisms.
Fluorescence, briefly, is optical emission from molecules that have been excited
to higher energy levels by absorption of electromagnetic radiation.5 At equilibrium, a
group of molecules has a thermal distribution in the lowest vibrational and rotational
levels of the ground electronic state, S0. When a molecule absorbs excitation energy, it is
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elevated from S0 to some vibrational level of the excited singlet electronic states, Sn, in
the manifold S1,…, Sn. The molecule M absorbs a quantum of radiation and is excited
from 0 to n.:
M 0 + hv 0n = M n

(1-1)

This is referred to as induced absorption. In condensed media, molecules in the Sn state
deactivate rapidly, within 10-13 to 10-11s by vibrational relaxation (VR) processes, so that
they transfer to the lowest vibrational levels of the excited singlet electronic state Sn.
Relaxation of the molecule from the S1 state may occur by one of several different of
processes. However, emission of a photon without a change in spin multiplicity (S1 → S0
transition) is known as fluorescence.
M 1 = M 0 + hv10

(1-2)

The energy of the resulting photon corresponds to the difference in energy between the
lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic state and the vibrational level of the
ground electronic state. Thus, the fluorescence spectrum primalily provides information
about the vibrational structure of the ground electronic state.
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) has been shown to be potentially useful for
identifying organisms in real time. It is a selective and sensitive technique because the
excitation is performed at one wavelength using a laser as light source while the emission
is monitored at longer wavelengths so that background from the excitation source can be
eliminated. Richard N. Zare and co-workers initially introduced the LIF technique with
BaO for determining the vibrational-rotational (υ``, J``) distribution of the reaction
products in 1972.6 In their paper, they mention three major requirements for LIF
2

measurement.7 The first requirement is that the molecule fluoresces. The second
requirement is that the band system be spectroscopically analyzed so that quantum
numbers can be assigned and intensity factors, such as Franck-Condon factors and
rotational line strengths, can be obtained. The final requirement is that the molecular
band system be accessible with available light sources. For meeting these three
qualifications, spectroscopic study of the sample and development of analytical devices
are essential. This LIF technique was developed using a dye laser. This specialized
optical property of LIF can be applied in the field of optical sensors for monitoring
complex biochemical transformations within living organisms.
Fluorescence analyses of living organisms and biochemical species are generally
classified based upon whether or not the fluorescent species is an endogenous (naturally
occurring) or exogenous (externally administered) fluorophore.8 A large number of
endogenous fluorophore, autofluorescent species, exist within biological samples These
biochemical species are generally structural or metabolic, so they can provide a
significant amount of information about differences in the samples without requiring
exogenous fluorescent markers of tags. These fluorescence emissions, occurring from
endogenous fluorophore, are known as autofluorescence.
In addition to the large number of endogenous fluorophores that have been used
for biological diagnostics, many different exogenous fluorophores have been created and
studied as well. These fluorophores have been created for many different purposes and
applications in the field of biological monitoring, ranging from monitoring cellular
function using fluorescenct reporter dye or molecules for various biochemical species.
3

A second type of fluorescent reporter dye developed recently is known as a
molecular beacon. These molecular beacons are constructed by attaching a fluorescent
dye to one end of an oligonucleotide sequence, and quencher molecule to the other end.
The particular oligonucleotide sequence chosen for the molecular beacon comprises the
complementary sequence to the RNA and DNA sequence to be measured. For the
molecular beacon to function properly, the last several nucleic acids on either end of the
oligonucleotide strand must be complementary to each other. The proximity of the
quencher molecule to the fluorophore prevents the fluorophore from emitting any
fluorescent light.
In this dissertation, two different types of bio-photonic optical fiber sensors based
on LIF spectroscopy are developed. The first type of LIF bio-photonic sensors uses
endogenous fluorescence for detection of (1) human breast cancer cell lines and (2)
Azotobacter vinelandii (an aerobic soil dwelling organism). The second type of biophotonic sensor is exogenous for (3) specific DNA detection. The endogenous LIF biophotonic sensors were investigated to identify the influence of different environmental
conditions on human breast cancer cell lines and Azotobacter vinelandi using a
comprehensive study of the fluorescence spectrum. An understanding of the endogenous
LIF spectrum can help to enhance sensitivity and selectivity of optical sensors. The
exogenous LIF bio-photonic sensor was developed for specific DNA detection using a
dye and nanoparticles. Dye and nanoparticales were used as beacon and quencher,
respectively.

4

Bio-Photonic Sensor for Cancer Cell Detection
The vast majority of fluorescence spectroscopy is performed with the use of
exogenous reporter dyes; however, a growing field of fluorescence spectroscopy relies on
auto-fluorescence species inside the cells for diagnostic information. Such autofluorescence measurements provide an important tool for biomedical diagnostics. These
auto-fluorescence measurements are performed as preliminary research prior to testing in
vivo diagnostic procedures as a medical diagnostic procedure.9-14 Alfano and Yao
introduced laser spectroscopy to detect disease when tooth decay was detected for the
first time using fluorescence spectroscopy instead of x-ray.15 This work was later used by
Alfano and co-workers to establish differences in the fluorescence spectra of normal and
tumorous rat tissues, which was then extended to human tissue.9,17
Several groups have given justifications for the sources of endogenous
fluorescence contrast between malignant and nonmalignant breast tissue by measuring
the fluorescence spectra.9-17 However it is difficult to interpret fluorescence spectra due to
the complex interplay of fluorescence, absorption and scattering. Thus, systematic
investigations of breast tissue constituent fluorescence in progressively more complex
biological systems that range from cells to tissue cultures to living animal models of
breast cancer is required for an effective approach toward understanding the differences
in the endogenous fluorescence of malignant and nonmalignant breast tissues.18
Cell auto-fluorescence depends on its endogenous fluorophores, which undergo a
change associated with malignancy transformation. This change can be detected as an
alteration in the spectral profile and intensity of auto-fluorescence. Therefore,
5

comprehensive study of the fluorescence spectrum is necessary. However, a recorded cell
fluorescence spectrum depends not only on the intrinsic endogenous fluorophores of the
cells but also on the geometry used for the illumination and detection of the fluorescence
light. Therefore, optimization is essential for the optical sensor configuration.
This dissertation firstly introduces and focuses on the effect of two different
optical configurations for development of an LIF optical sensor to identify two different
human breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and T-47D). The LIF spectra of breast cancer lines
were normalized with the peak intensity of the dye solution to obtain standard LIF spectra
of human breast cancer cells. In addition, the effect of chemical treatment (4hydroxytamoxifen) was studied. The optical fiber sensors have the capability to
distinguish between standard LIF spectra of human breast cancer cells and LIF spectra of
cancer cells by treated with 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Fluorescence was induced by a pulsed
laser (frequency tripled Nd:YAG, operating at 355 nm) and a continuous laser (laser
diode, operating at 405 nm) in all optical configurations. The results of these tested
configurations were compared. The sensor with optimum configuration enables us to
differentiate two types of cancerous cell lines with a maximum achievable fluorescence
spectral contrast. A unique data processing technique has been developed to analyze the
recorded data for cell lines identification and differentiation.
Bio Photonic Sensor for Bacteria Analysis
Azotobacter has generated a great deal of interest owing to their unique mode of
metabolism. It is a large, obligately aerobic soil bacterium, which has one of the highest
respiratory rates known among living organisms and is able to grow on a wide variety of
6

carbohydrates, alcohols and organic acids. A comprehensive study of auto-fluorescence
to identify Azotobacter vinelandi, using the LIF technique is reported in this disseertation.
Knowledge of auto-fluorescence was applied to development of the sensitive and specific
optical fiber sensor.
LIF spectroscopy was used to characterize Azotobacters vinelandii cells grown in
two different environments to study nitro fixation. A highly sensitive and specific optical
fiber sensor based on laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) has been developed as an analytic
tool to study catalytic action mechanisms of the nitro fixation enzyme in Azotobacter
vinelandii. This optical fiber sensor has the capability to quickly, non-invasively, and
quantitatively probe biochemical transformations in accordance with growth conditions
of Azotobacter vinelandii. We present absorption and auto-fluorescence spectra from
Azotobacter vinelandii corresponding to different growth environments. The spectral
changes due to growth conditions clearly show a difference of a factor of 10 at 402 nm
with 325 nm excitation wavelength. These results show that LIF can be applied to study
a variety of biological mechanisms. Effects of various influential experimental
parameters and configurations were investigated in order to optimize sensor performance.
Azotobacter has been intensely studied for many years because of its ability to synthesize
three different nitrogenase enzymes and to fix nitrogen in air.
Miniaturized Nano-Bio-Sensor for DNA Detection
Recently, interest in the LIF technique has been accelerated in order to improve
sensitivity and selectivity of optical detection with nanotechnology. In particular, LIF
technique has been developed for the detection of DNA cleavage species in the
7

environment. There have been many recent efforts for development of fluorescence
assays for DNA cleavage.19, 20 These assays are based on fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) or non-FRET quenching mechanisms. Usually, a fluorescence signal
enhancement is observed after the cleavage reaction. These assays are continuous and
convenient. However, the length scale for detection using the FRET-based method is
limited by the nature of the dipole-dipole mechanism, which effectively constrains the
length scales to distances on the order of <10nm. To improve the limitation of the length
scales, one of the dipoles can be replaced by a gold metallic nanoparticle.
For this dissertation, a compact, highly specific, inexpensive and user friendly
optical fiber laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) sensor using gold nanoparticales has been
developed for FRET-based assay to monitor the cleavage of DNA by nucleases. Nucleic
acid functionalized gold nanoparticles were hybridized with complementary Cy3-labeled
nucleic acid. The hybridization was followed by the fluorescence quenching of the dye by
the gold nanoparticles. Our experimental results on distance dependent fluorescence
quenching match quite well with the theoretical result obtained from the fluorescence
quenching model of Gersten and Nitzan.1,21,22 The sensitivity of the DNA cleavage assay
has been improved by 3-4 orders of magnitude, compared to the general fluorescence
method. The mechanism of distance dependence of fluorescence quenching has been
discussed.

8

CHAPTER II
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Photophysical Processes
Fluorescence and phosphorescence are the two important techniques in the field
of luminescence spectroscopy. These techniques involve optical detection and spectral
analysis of light emitted by a substance undergoing a transition from an excited electronic
state to a lower electronic state. However, most luminescence-based biological diagnoses
involve fluorescence spectroscopy because organic compounds fluoresce and do not
phosphoresce at room temperature.
Singlet and Triplet States
There are two different types of states in most organic molecules. One is the ground state
and the others are excited states. In the ground state, the electrons fill in pairs the various
atomic orbital with the lowest energies. By the Pauli Exclusion Principle, two electrons in
one given orbital must have spins in opposite directions, and the total angular momentum
spin S must equal 0. For this reason, the ground state in general has no net electron spin;
such states are called singlet states. Whereas the ground state is generally a singlet state,
the excited states can be singlet or triplet states, depending on the final spin state of the
electron promoted to the higher orbital. Figure 2.1 shows one ground state and two
excited state configurations. In the excited state, the singlet state has two antiparallel
9

SPIN ARRANGMENTS IN MOLECULAR ORBITALS

ENERGY

SINGLET

SINGLET

GROUND
STATES

Figure 2.1

TRIPLET
EXCITED
STATES

Typical Spin Arrangements in Molecular Orbitals8

Note: The arrows represent the spin of electrons.
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spins, whereas the triplet state has two parallel spins and a net total spin angular
momentum S, of 1.
Absorption and Emission Processes
At equilibrium, a group of molecules has a thermal distribution in the lowest
vibrational and rotational levels of the ground state. Excitation of the molecules elevates
them from S0 to some vibrational level of excited singlet electronic states, Sn, in the
manifold S1,…, Sn. The molecule M absorbs a quantum of radiation and is excited from
state 0 to n.:
M 0 + hv 0n = M n

(1-1)

This is called induced absorption. The absorption of ultraviolet or visible light by an
organic molecule causes the excitation of an electron from an initially occupied orbital
into an initially unoccupied orbital. The process may be visualized simply, as shown in
Figure 2.2. Absorptions from singlet state to singlet state are the only allowed transitions.
The molecules that absorbed a quantum of radiation emit a photon. However, the
emission of a photon without a change in spin multiplicity (S1 → S0 transition) is known
as fluorescence.
M 1 = M 0 + hv10

(1-2)

The process may be visualized simply, as shown in Figure 2.3. The energy of the
resulting photon corresponds to the difference in energy between the lowest vibrational
level of the excited electronic state and the vibrational level of the ground electronic

11

hv

Spin Allowed
Absorption

Electron Jump
Singlet (S0)
(Spins Paired)

Excited Singlet
(Spins Paired)

hv

Spin Forbidden
Absorption

Electron Jump
and Spin Flip
Singlet (S0)
Spins Paired

Figure 2.2

Excited Triplets
(Spins Paired)

Orbital Energy Level Description of Absorption23

Note: The arrows represent the spin of electrons.
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hv
Electron Jump

Fluorescence

Singlet (Sn)

hv
Electron Jump
and Spin Flip

Phosphorescence

Tripled (Tn)

Figure 2.3

Orbital Energy Level Descriptions of Fluorescence and Phosphorescence23

Note: The arrows represent the spin of electrons.
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state. Thus, the fluorescence spectrum primarily provides information about the
vibrational structure of the ground electronic state.
State Energy Diagrams
Photophysical processes are related to the population and deactivation of excited
electronic states, singlet and triplet. These processes involved absorption (A), vibrational
relaxation (VR), internal conversion (IC), intersystem crossing (ISC), phosphorescence
(P) and fluorescence (F). These photophysical processes of orbital energy level
transitions can be summarized and classified as radiative processes and radiationless
processes as shown in Table 2.1.
Most molecules stay in the lowest vibrational and rotational levels of the ground
electronic state, S0, at equilibrium. After obtaining excitation energy, the molecules are
elevated from S0 to some vibrational level of one of the excited singlet electronic states,
Sn , in the manifold S1,…, Sn. The promotion of molecules from the ground state to an
electronic excited state is an absorption process. The intensity of the absorption depends
on the intensity of the excitation radiation and the probability of the transition with
photons of the particular energy used. The molecules in the Sn state deactivate rapidly,
within 10-13 to 10-11s by vibrational relaxation (VR) processes, ensuring that they are in
the lowest vibrational levels of the excited singlet electronic state Sn. Because the VR
process is faster than the life time of the electronic state, any excess vibrational energy is
rapidly lost as the molecules are deactivated to lower vibronic levels of the corresponding
excited electronic state. This excess VR energy is released as thermal energy to the
surrounding medium. From the Sn state, the molecule deactivates rapidly to the
14

Table 2.1
Photophysical Processes of Orbital Energy Level Transition
Photophysiscal Processes

Characterization

Transition Rule

ε (S0Æ Sn ):Absorption

Allowed

ε(S0Æ Tn )

Forbidden

kF : Fluorescence

Allowed

kp : phosphorescence

Forbidden

kIC : internal conversion

Allowed

kST : Intersystem crossing

Forbidden

Singlet –singlet absorption
(S0 + hv Æ Sn)
Singlet-triplet absorption
(S0 + hv Æ Tn)
Singlet –singlet emission
(S1 Æ S0 + hv)
Triplet –singlet emission
(T1 Æ S0 + hv)
Transitions between excited states
of same spin (Sn Æ S1 + heat)
Transitions between excited states
of different spin (Sn Æ Tn + heat)

.
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VR

VR

IC: kIC
Sn

Tm

S1

ISC1: kST
VR

A: ε (S0Æ Sn )

T1

ISC2: kST

IC: kIC
F: kF
VR

S0

Figure 2.4

P: kp

VR

Jablonskii Energy Diagram Showing Photophysical Processes

Note: Sn =excited singlet state; S0 = singlet ground state; S1 = first excited singlet state;
T1 = first excited triplet state; Tm = excited triplet state; ISC, ISC1 and ISC2 =
intersystem crossings; A = absorption; F = fluorescence; IC = internal conversion;
P = phosphorescence; and VR = vibrational relaxation.)
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isoenergetic vibrational level of a lower electronic state such as Sn-1, by an internal
conversion (IC) process. As a result, a molecule may be excited to S1 or a higher excited
state, Sn, depending on the excitation energy used, but generally the emission takes place
only from the lowest excited electronic state S1. Fluorescence emission from upper
electronic states (above S1 and T1) of polyatomic molecules, however, is a rare
phenomenon in the condensed phase. Relaxation of the molecule from the S1 state may
occur by any of several different processes. However, emission of a photon without a
change in spin multiplicity (S1 → S0 transition) is known as fluorescence. The energy of
the resulting photon corresponds to the difference in energy between the lowest
vibrational levels of the excited electronic state and the vibrational levels of the ground
electronic state. Thus, the fluorescence spectrum primarily provides information about
the vibrational structure of the ground electronic state. These photophysical processes are
more clearly explained with the Jablonskii energy diagram as shown in Figure 2.4.
Franck-Condon Principle
Comprehension of the Franck-Condon principle24 is essential to understanding the
various types of absorption and fluorescence intensity distributions. In 1925, before the
development of the Schrödinger equation, Franck concluded that an electronic transition
in a molecule takes place much more rapidly than a vibrational transition so that, in a
vibrational-electronic transition, the nuclei have very nearly the same position and
velocity before and after the transition. After Franck, Condon in 1928 investigated the
intensities of vibronic transitions quantum mechanically. The intensity of a vibronic
transition is proportional to the square of the transition moment, Rev
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∫∫ ψ ′

R ev =

*
ev

μ ψ ev′′ d τ ev

(2-3)

where μ is the electric dipole moment operator and ψ΄ev and ψ˝ev are the vibronic wave
functions of the upper and lower states, respectively. Assuming that Born-Oppenheimer
approximation (nuclei can be regarded as stationary in relation to the much faster moving
electrons), ψev can be factorized into ψe ψv. Then, the square of the transition moment
becomes

R ev =

∫∫ ψ ′ ψ ′
e

*

v

*

′ v′′d τ e dr
μ ψ e′ψ

(2-4)

First we integrate over the electronic transition, giving

R ev =

∫ψ ′
v

*

R eψ v′′dr

(2-5)

where r is the internuclear distance and Re is the electronic transition moment given by

Re =

∫ψ ′
e

*

μ ψ e′′d τ e

(2-6)

By using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we can regard Re as constant. Thus we
have

R ev = R e ∫ ψ v′ *ψ v′′dr
The quantity

∫ψ

(2-7)

′ *ψ v′′dr is called vibrational overlap integral. Its square is known as

v

the Franck-Condon factor, to which the intensity of the vibronic transition is proportional.
Figure 2.5(a) shows one example for absorption spectrum of diatomic molecules where
the maximum of the υ΄= 4 wave function is near to the classical turning point above that
of the υ˝= 0 wave function. Figures 2.4(b) and (c) show the intensity maximum at υ˝= 0
for the cases when re΄> re˝ and re΄= re˝, respectively.
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Franck-Condon Principle Application

Note: Franck-Condon principle applied to (a) the case of r΄> re˝; (b) the spectrum for the
case of re΄> re˝; and (c) the spectum for the case of re΄= re˝.
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Absorption and fluorescence spectra tend to follow a mirror-image rule due to
symmetric nature of these spectra because fluorescence occurs with transitions from the
lowest vibrational levels of the excited singlet electronic state Sn to the ground electronic
state S0. For this reason, fluorescence spectra can also be explained by the FranckCondon principle. In the case of biological samples, they have complex molecule
structure, so it is difficult to explain absorption and fluorescence spectra with the FranckCondon principle. However, comprehension of Franck-Condon principle is still important
to explain fluorescence spectra of biological samples.
Laser-Induced Fluorescence
Laser-induced fluorescence is a spectroscopic method for study of molecule Sn. It
has been developed with tunable organic dye lasers, operating as a narrow-band light
source. The tunable narrow-band light source has made possible study of molecular
structures and processes with individual excitation wavelength because the excitation is
performed at one wavelength using laser as light source while the emission is monitored
at longer wavelengths so that background from the excitation source can be eliminated.
Whenever it coincides with a molecular absorption, interaction with this laser light
produces an excited state. The LIF technique was used for the study of vibrational and
rotational structure for diatomic molecules. However, now it has expended into the field
of bio-medical engineering.
There are two different kinds of LIF spectra. First one is dispersed spectra and
second is excitation spectra. The dispersed spectra are performed with a fixed lasing
wavelength, as above and the resulting fluorescence spectrum is recorded a function of
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emssion wavelength and analyzed. Excitation scans on the other hand collect fluorescent
light at a fixed emission wavelength (or range of wavelengths) as a function of excitation
wavelength. The signal-to-noise ratio of the fluorescence signal is typically very high,
providing a good sensitivity to the process. It is also possible to distinguish between
different chemical species, since the lasing wavelength can be tuned to a particular
excitation of a given species which is not shared by other species. In this dissertation,
dispersed spectra were used to develop a LIF optical sensor for biological samples.
Endogenous Fluorophores
A number of biochemical species such as endogenous fluorophores, autofluorescent species, exist within tissue samples. Therefore, fluorescence analyses of
endogenous fluorophores have to be studied for tissue fluorescence analysis. The
majority of endogenous fluorphores can be grouped into two categories.
1. Structural matrix of tissue.
2. Cellular metabolic.

Table 2.2 shows simple examples of endogenous fluorophores in the two categories, and
Table 2.3 shows their excitation and emission maxima. 18, 25, 31 These biochemical species
are generally structural or metabolic so they can provide a significant amount of
information about differences in tissues. One of the most common reasons for
investigating these fluorescent species is the possibility for diagnosis of various diseases
(e.g., cancer). Because cells in various diseases states often undergo different rates of
metabolism or have different structures, there are often distinct differences in their
fluorescent emission spectra. These differences in fluorescence emission generally
21

depend on at least one of the following parameters: fluorophore concentration or spatial
distribution throughout the tissue, local microenvironment surrounding the fluorophores,
and configuration of detection. However, largest cause of differences in fluorescence
emission is change in fluorophore concentration. Change in concentration of fluorophore
can be attributed to many different events. In certain cases, various chemicals may not be
produced in a diseased tissue. In others cases, the distribution or form of the fluorophore
may vary throughout the tissue. For instance, NADH is an extremely fluorescent
molecule in its reduced form but in nonfluorescent in the oxidized form. Therefore,
depending on the specific phase of a particular metabolic reaction that may be occurring,
the relative faction of NADH in the reduced and oxidized forms may vary greatly.
Another reason for differences in the fluorescence emission from various tissue types is
the difference in the local environment surrounding the fluorophore.

Table 2.2
Simple Examples of Endogenous Fluorophores in Two Categories
Structural matrix of tissue
Collagen

Cellular metabolism
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)

Elastin,

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydrate (NADH)
Flavin
Tryptophan
Hemoglobin
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Table 2.3
Excitation and Emission Maxima of Endogenous Fluorophores
Endogenous Fluorephores

Excitation Maxima (nm)

Emission Maxima

*Tryptophan

280

350

*Tyrosine

275

300

**Collagen

325,360

400,405

**Elastin

290,325

340,400

†FAD, Flavins

450

535

†NADH

290,351

440,460

†NADPH

336

464

†Pyridoxine

332,340

400

†Pyrdixamine

335

400

††Porphyrins

400-450

630,690

*Amino Acides, **Structural Proteins, †Enzymes and Coenzymes, ††Lipids
NADH: Reduced Nicotinamide Dinucelotide
NAD(P)H: Reduced Nicotinamide Dinucleotide Phosphate
FAD: Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide.
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Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is an electrodynamics
phenomenon that occurs between a donor (D) molecule in its excited state and an
acceptor (A) molecule in its ground state. The emission of the donor molecule is typically
at shorter wavelengths (higher energy) that overlap with the absorption spectrum of the
acceptor molecule. Therefore for energy transfer, the resonance condition is ∆E (D*ÆD)
= ∆E (AÆA*). Energy transfer occurs without the appearance of a photon and is the
result of long-range dipole-dipole interactions between the donor and acceptor. The
photophysical processes of FRET are more clearly explained using Jablonskii diagram, as
shown in Figure 2.6.
In 1970, Förster defined the rate of energy transfer (kET) by the dipole-dipole
mechanism (van der Waals interaction) is proportional to the square of the Coulombic
interaction energy (V) as follows:
k ET (Coulombic) → V ≈
2

μ D2 μ A2
6
rDA

6

⎛R ⎞
1 ⎛ R0 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
= k D ⎜⎜ 0 ⎟⎟ =
r
τ
r
D ⎝ DA ⎠
⎝ DA ⎠

6

(2-8)

where μD and μA are the magnitude of the dipoles of the donor and acceptor molecules,
respectively; rDA is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules; kD is the
radiative constant for emission from donor; and τD is experimental donor lifetime. In
Equation (2-8), R0 is known as the Förster distance. At this distance, half of the donor
molecules decay by the usual radiative and non-radiative rate. Förster distances ranging
form 20 to 90 Å are convenient for studies of biological macromolecules. Theory of
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resonance energy transfer has been derived from classical and quantum mechanical
considerations. The rate of transfer for a donor and acceptor given by
k ET ( r DA ) =

Q Dκ

2

τ D r DA 6

∞

⎛ 9000 (ln 10 ) ⎞
F D ( λ )ε A ( λ ) λ 4 d λ
⎜
5
4 ⎟∫
⎝ 128 π Nn ⎠ 0

(2-

9)where QD is quantum yield of the donor in the absence of acceptor, n is the refractive
index of the medium, and N is Avogadro’s number. The quantum yield is defined by the
rates of radiative and non-radiative decay as follows:
⎛
kR
Q = ⎜⎜
⎝ k R + k NR

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2-10)

where kR are kNR the rates of radiative and non-radiative decay, respectively. The term κ2
is a factor describing the relative orientation in space of the transtition dipoles of the
donor and acceptor. κ2 is assumed to equal to 2/3, which is appropriate for dynamic
random averaging of donor and acceptor. Integration of the right hand side of Equation
(2-9) is overlap spectral integration between the donor emission and the acceptor
absorption. Equation (2-9) reviewed by Clegg25 is quite reasonable since all terms are
closely related to the rate of energy transfer. In Equation (2-8), R0 is the distance at which
half of the donor molecules decay by energy transfer. Therefore, we can rewrite Equation
(2-9), as follow:
⎛ 9000 (ln 10 )Q D κ
R 06 = ⎜⎜
128 π 5 Nn 4
⎝

2

⎞∞
⎟⎟ ∫ F D ( λ ) ε A ( λ ) λ 4 d λ
⎠0

(2-11)

because kET=1/τD at rDA= R0 where τD is the radiative lifetime of the donor molecule.
Once the value of R0 is known, the rate of energy transfer can be easily calculated.
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The quantum efficiency of energy transfer (E) is the ratio the transfer rate to the
total decay rate of the donor in the presence of acceptor. The quantum efficiency of
energy transfer (E) is related to the quantum yields (Q) and the lifetime as follows;
⎛
k DR
Q D = ⎜⎜
⎝ k DR + k DNR
⎛

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2-12)

⎞

1

⎟⎟
τ D = ⎜⎜
⎝ k DR + k DNR ⎠

(2-13)

⎛
k DR
Q DA = ⎜⎜
⎝ k DR + k DNR + k ET
⎛

1

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2-14)

⎞

⎟⎟
τ DA = ⎜⎜
⎝ k DR + k DNR + k ET ⎠

(2-15)

where QD and QDA are quantum yield with and without acceptor present, and τD and τDA
are life times with and without acceptor present, respectively. The ratio intensity given by
QDA ⎛ k DR + k DNR
=⎜
QD ⎜⎝ k DR + k DNR + k ET

⎞
τ −1
⎟⎟ = −1 D
⎠ τ D + k ET

(2-16)

Hence

1−

QDA
k
= −1 ET = E
QD τ D +kET

(2-17)

Recalling the equation (2-8), the quantum efficiency of energy transfer (E) can define as
⎛ ⎛ r ⎞6 ⎞
⎜
E = 1 + ⎜⎜ DA ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜ ⎝ R0 ⎠ ⎟
⎝
⎠

−1

(2-18)

Figure 2.9 shows the relationship between the quantum efficiency of energy transfer (E)
and the distance between the donor and the acceptor.
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In the previous discussion, Coulombic interaction energy is related to kET. The
quantum efficiency in equation (2-18) is for dipole-to-dipole interaction. However, in the
case of dipole-to-surface interaction the equation can be explained as follows:
⎛
⎛r
E = ⎜ 1 + ⎜⎜ DA
⎜
⎝ R0
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

4

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

(2-19)

Figure 2.7 also shows the quantum efficiency for dipole-to-surface interaction. This
fluorescence quenching model was suggested by Gresten and Nitzan.21 In their report,
surface-induced radiative and nonradiative relaxation rates result from electromagnetic
interaction between the excited absorbed molecule and surface plasmons electron-hole
pair excitation in the substrate. These depend strongly on the surface morphology;
however, their dependence on the molecule-surface distance d is essentially the same as
for flat surfaces: non-local theory was used to predict a r-4 dependence at distances small
relative to the electronic mean free path in the substrate. This fluorescence quenching
model matches quite well our experimental results.
The Förster formula in Equation (2-8) and (2-18) is only convenient for length
scales limited by the nature of the dipole-dipole mechanism. This effectively constrains
the length scales to distances on the order of <100Å (R0≈60 Å). However, as shown in
Figure 2.7, the case of dipole-to-surface expands the length scale limit some what.
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Note: Quantum efficiency of energy transfer depended as a function of intermolecular
distance for dipole –dipole interaction and dipole-surface interaction.
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CHAPTER III
BIO-PHOTONIC SENSOR FOR CANCER CELL DETECTION
As a first attempt for development of a bio-photonic sensor based on LIF
spectroscopy, diagnosis of human breast cancer cell lines was endeavored. The LIF
optical sensor exploits laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy in conjugation with fiber
optics. Compared to absorption measurements, the LIF technique can achieve the greater
sensitivity due to the fact that the fluorescence signal has a very low background.
However, an accurate and sensitive method for the diagnosis of cancer cell lines is quite
challenging. The sensitivity and accuracy of the LIF technique can be improved by
optimizing the sensor configuration. In this chapter, the spectral characteristics of
fluorescence, which was induced by a frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser operating at 355
nm, were recorded from two different type of human breast cancer cell lines. Effects of
various influential experimental parameters and of configuration were investigated in
order to optimize sensor performance. The sensor with the optimum configuration
enables us to differentiate the two types of cancerous cell lines with the maximum
achievable fluorescence spectral contrast. Furthermore, the optimized optical sensor can
detect changes in the biochemical composition in the human breast cancer cells as the
environmental conditions (addition of 4-hydroxytamoxifen) change. A unique data
processing technique has been developed to analyze the recorded data for cell line
identification and differentiation.
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Introdution of Bio-Photonic Sensor for Cancer Cell Detection
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy has been applied for the in vitro
and in vivo analysis1-5,
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of many different types of biomaterials, ranging from

individual biochemical species (e.g., NADH, tryptophan) to human and animal tissues.
This is attributed to the fact that the associated signal is intense with an excellent signalto-noise ratio with respect to other spectroscopic techniques. The spectral signature
obtained due to auto-fluorescence is unique and provides contrast in the spectral features
between cancerous and normal tissue. The implementation of fluorescence spectroscopy
has the capability to represent an important step further in the direction of advances in
diagnostic and therapeutic medical applications with a greater sensitivity and specificity
for discriminating malignant and normal tissue.
LIF optical fiber sensors based on ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy have
the potential to inspect multiple tissue sites without removing the tissue from the body
and provide real-time diagnosis. And another advantage of fluorescence spectroscopy is
its ability to examine tissue surfaces rather than tissue volume and its adaptability to
endoscope devices. The main fluorophores in tissues exhibit maximum absorption in the
UV-VIS energy region.14, 25, 31 UV-VIS fluorescence spectroscopy is a method that has
been revealed to have consistently high sensitivities and specificities for detecting human
precancerous and early cancerous cells in vivo in a number of organ sites, including the
digestive tract, bronchus and cervix.18
Several groups have given justifications for the sources of endogenous
fluorescence contrast between malignant and nonmalignant breast tissue by measuring
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the fluorescence spectra. However it is difficult to interpret fluorescence spectra due to
the complex interplay of fluorescence, absorption and scattering. Thus, systematic
investigations of breast tissue constituent fluorescence in progressively complex
biological systems ranging from cells to tissue cultures to living animal models of breast
cancer is required for an effective approach toward understanding the differences in the
endogenous fluorescence of malignant and nonmalignant breast tissues.18
Cell auto-florescence depends on its endogenous fluorophores, which undergo a
change associated with malignancy transformation.5, 32 This change can be detected as an
alteration in the spectral profile and intensity of auto-fluorescence. However, a recorded
cell fluorescence spectrum depends not only on the intrinsic endogenous fluorophores of
the cells, but also on the geometry used for the illumination and detection of the
florescence light.5,
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The success of fluorescence experiments requires attention to

experimental details and an understanding of the instrumentation. In this chapter,
development of LIF optical fiber sensor configurations focused on the detection of human
breast cancer cells. The effect of two different optical configurations is investigated for
the application of LIF spectroscopy with two different human breast cancer cells (MCF-7
and T-47D). The results of these tested configurations were compared. There are
advantages and disadvantages to both configurations. The sensor with optimum
configuration enables us to differentiate two types of cancerous cell lines with maximum
achievable fluorescence spectral contrast. Furthermore, the optimized optical sensor
distinguish environmental growth conditions (addition of 4-hydroxytamoxifen) change of
human breast cancer cells. 4-Hydroxytamoxifen is a tamoxifen metabolite with both
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estrogenic and anti-estrogenic effects which has a higher affinity for the estrogen receptor
than tamoxifen, and functions as an antagonist in breast cancer cells. Various LIF
intensity changes were studied by transformation of the growth condition. The spectral
changes clearly show the difference of the growth conditions. A unique data processing
technique has been developed to analyze the recorded data for cell line identification and
differentiation.
Experimental Details
Human Breast Cancer Cell Preparation
Whole populations of cell lines samples including T-47D and MCF-7 breast
carcinoma cells (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) used in the present
work were maintained in phenol-free RPMI 1640 (developed by Moore et. al. at Roswell
Park Memorial Institute) and Minimum Essential Medium (MEM), respectively,
supplemented with 10 μg/mL bovine insulin, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10 mM 4-(2hydroxyethyl)-1- piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), penicillin-streptomycin, 5.000
units/mL and 5.000 μg/mL, respectively, and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in a 95% air,
5% CO2 environment at 37°C. For experimental trials, culture flasks containing cells
were trypsinizied (0.05% Trypsin, 0.53-mM EDTA-4Na) to yield a suspension of cells to
be placed in crystal cuvette. Cells were re-suspended in Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS) and pipetted into a 1 cm path length cuvette at 1 million cells/mL
concentration (2 mls/cuvette) for LIF analysis. To study the effect of 4-hydroxytamoxifen
treatment, the cancer cells growth condition was changed. It was prepared identically
except for the addition of 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Six micro liters of a 1 mM stock solution
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of 4-hydroxytamoxifen added to 15 mLs of charcoal-stripped fetal bovine serum (CSFBS) media to make a 100 nM solution. The T-47D and MCF-7 breast carcinoma cells
were obtained from Dr. Scott T Willard at Mississippi State University’s Department of
Animal and Dairy Sciences.
Dye Preparation for Referencing Fluorescence Signal
For the control experiment, fluorescence signals of each cultured cell line were
normalized with respect to the maximum intensity of fluorescence signal of the dye
(Exciton, Coumarin 460) solution, used as reference for optimizing the laser system. The
dye was diluted with methanol and pipetted into a cuvette at 4x10-7-M concentration (2mL/cuvette). The fluorescence spectra of the dye were recorded before and after
measurements of cancer cells and averaged.
Sensor Configuration
A schematic diagram of the system components for the sensor configuration is
shown in the Figure 3.1. For fluorescence excitation, our instrument incorporates a
monochromatic excitation light source, which was a frequency tripled 355 nm pulsed
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, model # NY 82S-10) with pulsed width of 4-5 ns, 10-Hz
repetition rate, and 570 μJ/pulse maximum output power. The laser was operated at
increased Q-switch time delay to reduce the laser power. A shutter was used to prevent
laser light from reaching the cells, except during the short intervals required for acquiring
spectra. This is important since prolonged exposure of the cells to light results in
photobleaching of the fluorescence signal. The output laser beam, with spot size of ~ 3
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mm diameter was reflected by the dichroic mirror (DM) (CVI, high transmittance at 532
nm and high reflectivity at 355-nm) onto a lens (UV-grade fused silica from CVI) that
focuses it onto the proximal aperture of the Ocean Optics Reflection/Backscattering Yshaped probe (R200-REF). Another dichroic mirror (CVI, high transmittance at 355 nm
and high reflectivity at 532 nm) was inserted to attenuate 532-nm laser radiation. The Yshaped probe consists in total seven optical fibers, each having 200 µm core diameter
with one launching fiber and six surrounding collecting fibers. In order to further reduce
the optical irradiation onto the sample and prevent it from photobleaching, the filtered
light from the excitation source was first coupled to a single 200 μm UV-grade fused
silica fiber and then couple to the excitation arm of the Y-reflection probe through a loss
insertion device. This was also needed in order to avoid any damage (burning) to the
excitation fiber from the high-energy laser radiation. The distal aperture of the Y-probe
delivers the excitation radiation to illuminate tissue at normal incidence, thereby inducing
the auto-fluorescence. The laser energy at this end was adjusted to ~ 0.009 μJ/pulse. The
cells’ fluorescence signal in the backward direction (180o collection geometry) was
simultaneously collected through a ring of six optical fibers around the single
illumination channel. The collected LIF signal was transmitted through an online filter
module (containing a 370 nm long pass optical cut-off filter to minimize the detection of
the back-scattered excitation light) to a 600 μm core diameter UV-grade fused silica
auxiliary fiber prior to feeding it into a compact grating Ocean Optics spectrometer for
spectral data analysis.
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In the second configuration, no optical fiber was used to guide the excitation light
source. However, one 600-µm core diameter single fiber (from Thorlabs) was employed
for collecting fluorescence signal from the cell lines, as shown in Figure 3.2. The output
laser beam, with spot size of ~ 3 mm diameter was reflected by a dichroic mirror (CVI,
high transmittance at 532 nm and high reflectivity at 355 nm) onto an other dichroic
mirror (CVI, high transmittance at 355 nm and high reflectivity at 532 nm) to attenuate
532-nm laser radiation. Filtered light is further reflected by another dichroic mirror (CVI,
high transmittance at 532 nm and high reflectivity at 355 nm) to the base of the sample
cell. From the sample cell, the fluorescence signal was simultaneously reflected (90o
collection geometry) onto a collimation lens (Ocean Optics, 74-UV) that focuses it onto
single optical fiber. The remaining experimental procedure is same as in the first case. All
the instantaneous fluorescence measurements were made at room temperature. The
background spectra were recorded without the cell line and background subtraction has
been done before spectral analysis.
Results and Discussions
Typical auto-fluorescent spectra obtained from two different breast cancer cells
lines, (MCF-7, T-47D), suspended in a crystal cuvette are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 in
the 400-700 nm region. The result of the first configuration is shown in Figure 3.3, and
the second in Figure 3.4. All the emission profiles were obtained from MCF-7 and T- 47
D under the best illuminating conditions. The measured spectra were corrected for
source-intensity variations and spectral response of the system. As shown in Figures 3.3
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Note: Typical auto-fluorescent spectra obtained from two different human breast cancer
cell lines (MCF-7, T-47D) with first configuration (180o collection geometry).
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Note: Typical auto-fluorescent spectra obtained from two different human breast cancer
cell lines (MCF-7, T-47D) with second configuration (90o collection geometry).
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and 3.4, prominent emission maxima at ~ 490 nm and major secondary emission maxima
at ~450 nm can be observed from both sample cells.
To understand biochemical components in human cancer cells, fluorescence
spectra of two different endogenerous fluorophores (NADH and flavins) were measured.
NADH and flavins are primary endogenous fluorophores in cancer cells that actually
respond to a UV light source by emitting fluorescence.18 Biologically, they play in roles
as enzymes and coenzymes in human cancer cells. Figure 3.5 shows typical normalized
fluorescence spectra of NADH (25 μM) and flavins (0.5 μM) in FBS buffer solution. As
shown in Figure 3.5, NADH and flavin have a primary peak at ~485 nm and ~527 nm,
respectively. NADH has one more secondary peak at ~445 nm. The primary and
secondary fluorescence peaks of NADH are really close to the peak from MCF-7 and
T47-D cells. Therefore, we conclude that the peaks in the fluorescence spectra at ~485
nm might be ascribed to NADH.
NADH and flavins were also simulated by linear regression as follow;

F (λ ) = ∑ aiS i (λ )

(3-1)

i

where F is the fitted spectrum and Si is the spectrum of the component i, using Microsoft
EXCEL program. Figure 3.6 shows normalized and simulated fluorescence spectra of
MCF-7. As shown in Figure 3.6, the normalized fluorescence spectra of MCF-7 quite
well matches with the simulated.
In this chapter, we have evaluated two different LIF optical sensor configurations
to find the better method for the measurement of auto-fluorescence of cancer cell
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Normalized Fluorescence Spectra of NADH (25 μM) and Flavins (0.5
μM) in FBS Buffer Solution
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Normalized and Simulated Fluorescence Spectra of MCF-7

Note: Fluorescence spectra simulated with normalized fluorescence spectra of NADH
and flavins suspended in FBS buffer solution. They normalized using peak
intensity.
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samples. The following observation can be made from the fluorescent spectra in Figures
3.3 and 3.4. The signal-to-noise ratios of fluorescence spectra from the second
configuration are quite improved in contract of those from first configuration. The
maximum peak intensity for MCF-7 obtained from the second configuration was about
eight times higher than that using the first configuration but there was no significant
change of the noise. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratios of fluorescence spectra obtained from
second configuration were also eight times higher than that using the first configuration.
Although the fluorescence signal from the second configuration is improved, the shape
and the maximum peak intensity ratio between MCF-7 and T-47D were close as 2.7 in
both configurations. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 3.1. By changing
configuration, cells fluorescence signals can be improved, but the ratios of the
fluorescence peak intensity of the two different cells do not change. Thus, we can
conclude that the 90o collection geometry, using one collecting single fiber, is better from
identification of the small bio-samples, such as human breast cancer cell lines since it
provides bigger different fluorescence signal from MCF-7 and T-47D, and higher signalto-noise ratio in the contrast of the 180o collection geometry, using an Ocean Optics
reflection/backscattering probe. In addition, no optical fiber damage or degradation due
to pulsed laser at 355 nm exists in the second configuration. However, the 90o collection
geometry has also some disadvantages. It is more difficult to (1) control and align optical
probes, (2) access the samples, and (3) miniaturize sensor configuration in contrast to the
180o collection geometry. Thus, for the biological samples which give strong
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fluorescence signal, the 180o collection geometry is the better option because of the
reasons above.
Table 3.1
Maximum Peak Intensity and Ratio from MCF-7 to T-47D Cells
Sensor Configuration

Peak Intensity for Emission Peak Intensity
Maximum at~490nm
Ratio
(I
MCF-7
T-47D
MCF-7/IT-47D)

First Configuration
(180o collection geometry)

78.82

29.13

2.71

Second Configuration
(90o collection geometry)

670.44

243.31

2.76

Due to laser shot-to-shot fluctuations, there was a large standard deviation in LIF
cancer cell line measurements. To improve the measurement precision, fluorescence peak
intensity was normalized respect to the fluorescence peak intensity of a reference dye
solution using the second configuration. We have repeated the LIF measurement of
cancer cell lines obtained from same condition. The normalized peak intensities were
plotted in Figure 3.7. Each data point is an averaged of 90 from spectra. The
measurements were almost reproducible. The fluorescence spectra can clearly identify
MCF-7 and T47D.
As the second step of the development of a diagnostic LIF sensor for cancer cells,
we measured auto-fluorescence spectra from MCF-7 cells grown under two different
growth conditions (with and without 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment) to distinguish
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Distribution of Fluorescence Peak Intensity of Cancer Cells

Note: Fluorescence peak intensity of cancer cells (MCF-7 and T47D) normalized with
respect to the fluorescence peak intensity of a reference dye solution. Measurement
of fluorescence repeated with the culture same conditions over time.
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growth condition and identify biochemical change of MCF-7. Figure 3.8 shows typical
auto-fluorescence spectra of MCF-7 cells and 4-hydroxytamoxifen obtained with 355 nm
excitation. As shown in Figure 3.8, fluorescence intensity from MCF-7 cells increased at
~490 nm when grown with 4-hydroxytamoxifen in contrast to without 4hydroxytamoxifen treatment. The fluorescence spectrum of 4-hydroxytamoxifen solution
has a peak at ~415 nm. We observed that the 4-hydroxytamoxifen fluorescence peak
disappeared from MCF-7 grown with 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment.
For verification of the existence of 4-hydroxytamoxifen in MCF7 cells after
treatment, fluorescence spectra was recorded with 325 nm excitation. For 325 nm
excitation wavelength, a continuous wave He-Cd laser (Melles Griot, model series 56)
was used, and a 370 nm longpass optical cut-off filter (Corion, LG-370-S) was employed
to eliminate 325 nm excitation. Figure 3.9 shows typical auto-fluorescence spectra of
MCF-7 cells obtained from 325 nm excitation. For the fluorescence spectrum of 4hydroxytamoxifen solution, the integration time was reduced by factor of 10 because the
fluorescence spectrum of 4-hydroxytamoxifen solution was much too strong. As shown
in Figure 3.9, there is still 4-hydroxytamoxifen fluorescence signal in fluorescence
spectra obtained from MCF-7 cells grown with 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Before the
measurement of fluorescence spectra, we washed out 4-hydroxytamoxifen from the
cancer cells. However, there were still some fluorescence signal from 4hydroxytamoxifen because the cells were grown with 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Therefore, we
can conclude that (1) the increase of fluorescence signal obtained with 355 nm excitation
might be caused by biochemical changes in MCF-7 cells by 4-hydroxytamoxifen
47
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Typical Auto-fluorescence Spectra of MCF-7 Cells Measured with 355
nm Excitation

Note: Cells were grown under two different conditions (with and without 4hydroxytamoxifen)
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Typical Auto-fluorescence Spectra of MCF-7 Cells Measured with 325
nm Excitation

Note: The cells were grown under two different conditions (with and without 4hydroxytamoxifen). For the fluorescence spectrum of 4-hydroxytamoxifen solution,
the integration time was reduced by factor of 10.
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treatment and (2) the 355 nm excitation wavelength is better option for studying the
effect of 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment.
To study the effect of excitation wavelength, auto-fluorescence spectra of MCF-7
cells were recorded with 355 and 405 nm excitation. The 325 nm excitation was excluded
for this measurement because the fluorescence spectra of 4-hydroxytamoxifen dominates
all spectra as show in Figure 3.9. In the case of 405-nm excitation, a CW diode laser
(405-nm, Thourlabs, DL5146-152) was used and a 435-nm longpass optical cut-off filter
(Andover, 435FG03-165S) was employed. All the MCF-7 emission profiles were
recorded with identical experimental conditions (90o collection geometry) except with
different excitation wavelengths. Figure 3.10 shows a typical auto-fluorescence spectra of
the MCF-7 cells grown under two different conditions (with and without 4hydroxytamoxifen), obtained with 355 and 405 nm excitation wavelengths. The
fluorescence peak intensity of MCF-7 cell grown with 4-hydroxytamoxifen always
produce higher peak intensity for both excitation wavelengths. As shown in Figure 3.10,
the major emission maxima (λMAX) of MCF-7 cells has red shifted with 405 nm excitation
in contrast to spectra with 355 nm excitation. We assumed the shift of λMAX can be
caused by flavins in MCF-7 cells. Figure 3.5 shows that fluorescence peak of flavins
(close to ~527 nm). Also, fluorescence intensity from MCF-7 cells increase in the flavins
emission range (500~550 nm).
Like in the previous study, the fluorescence peak intensity was normalized with
respect to the fluorescence peak intensity of a reference dye solution. We repeated the
LIF measurements of cancer cell lines with different growth conditions using the two
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different excitation wavelengths. Six different measurements were made with identical
experimental conditions. As shown in Figure 3.12, in the case of 405 nm excitation, the
normalized fluorescence peak intensities show reproducibility for both growth conditions,
but it was not reproducible quite well with 355 nm excitation (Figure 3.11). However, the
normalized fluorescence spectra obtained with both excitation wavelengths (355 nm and
405 nm) from MCF-7 cells grown in the condition without 4-hydroxytamoxifen are
always reproducible. The spectra can be standardized by normalizing with the
fluorescence peak intensity of a reference dye solution. From these results, we can
conclude that 405 nm excitation is a better option for detecting MCF-7 cancer cells for
identification of growth conditions.
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Typical Auto-fluorescence Spectra of MCF-7 Cells Grown in Two
Different Conditions

Note: The spectra measured with 355 and 405 nm excitations. Cells were grown in two
different conditions (with and without 4-hydroxytamoxifen).
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Effect of 4-Hydroxytamoxifen Treatment with 355 nm Excitation

Note: Distribution of fluorescence peak intensity of cancer cell (MCF-7) excited at 355
nm. It shows the effect of 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment. Fluorescence peak
intensity was normalized with respect to the fluorescence peak intensity of a
reference dye solution. Measurement of fluorescence was repeated with the same
culture conditions over time.
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Effect of 4-Hydroxytamoxifen Treatment with 405 nm Excitation

Note: Distribution of fluorescence peak intensity of cancer cell (MCF-7) excited at 405
nm. It shows the effect of 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment. Fluorescence peak
intensity was normalized with respect to the fluorescence peak intensity of a
reference dye solution. Measurement of fluorescence was repeated with the same
culture conditions over time.
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CHAPTER IV
BIO-PHOTONIC SENSOR FOR BACTERIA ANALYSIS
A highly sensitive and specific optical fiber sensor based on laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy has been developed as an analytic tool to study changes
in the physiological conditions of Azotobacter vinelandii in response to nitrogen
starvation. This optical fiber sensor has the capability to quickly, non-invasively, and
quantitatively probe biochemical transformations in accordance with growth conditions
of Azotobacter vinelandii. We present absorption and auto-fluorescence spectra from
Azotobacter vinelandii grown under conditions that activate (nitrogen minus) or
inactivate (nitrogen plus) nif gene expression. The spectra changes clearly show the
difference of growth conditions by a factor of 10 at 402 nm with 325 nm excitation.
These results show that LIF can be used as a tool to differentiate between bacteria that
exhibit different physiological and biochemical parameters. Effects of various influential
experimental parameters and configurations were investigated in order to optimize sensor
performance.
Introduction for Bio-Photonic Sensor for Bacteria Analysis
The element nitrogen is an essential component of building blocks of life, such as
proteins and nucleic acids. Although about 79% (by volume) of the earth’s atmosphere
is constituted of dinitrogen (N2), the most stable form of nitrogen, it is not available in the
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form that can be utilized by either plants or animals unless it is combined with hydrogen.
The process of reduction of nitrogen is called ‘nitrogen fixation’. Large amounts of
energy are required to break the strong triple bond that links the two atoms of N2 and to
add three atoms of hydrogen to each of the nitrogen atoms. This can be accomplished
either by chemical or biological processes. The Haber-Bosch process is an example of a
chemical process to convert nitrogen to ammonia; however, it requires high pressure
(200-400 atmospheres) and high temperatures (400-650 °C). Biological nitrogen fixation
(BNF) is achieved by the enzyme nitrogenase, a complex, oxygen- sensitive
metalloenzyme synthesized by a group of prokaryotes. It is estimated that about 175
million metric tons of nitrogen is fixed per year by the BNF process. Currently the highly
energy-dependent industrial nitrogen fixation process consumes 1% of world-wide
electrical power.

34-36

On that ground, understanding of biological nitrogen fixation

mechanism is a task not only of academic interest, but also of significance for agricultural
industry and the future of humans.
Nitrogenase is a two-component enzyme system made of an Fe-protein and an
MoFe-protein. Growth of microorganisms called diazotrophs in the absence of nitrogen
trigger the expression of nitrogenase enzyme. Expression of this enzyme reflects a major
change in the physiological and biochemical status of the bacteria that express this
enzyme, because it initiates a coordinated process of biological nitrogen fixation.
Regarding nitrogen fixation enzymes, many studies have been performed in the areas of
biochemistry, chemistry and genetics up to now.37-46
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The characterization of microorganisms by spectroscopic techniques is gaining
importance.47-57 This is mainly because spectroscopic methods are simple, accurate, noninvasive, and require minimum sample preparation. Fluorescence spectroscopy, in
particular, has evolved as a powerful whole-organism fingerprinting technique for rapid
identification of bacteria.50-57 Specifically, Bronk and Reinisch proposed using
fluorescence spectroscopy for bacterial identification with respect to growth conditions.57
The popularity of fluorescence spectroscopy in the area of chemical and biological
system diagnosis mainly stems from (1) its high signal-to-noise ratio, (2) its lack of
interference from water, and (3) its ability for real-time monitoring of biophysical
processes. For these reasons, fluorescence spectroscopy is widely used as an ultrasensitive and single-molecule spectroscopic tool in biophysics.
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy has been shown to be potentially
useful for identifying microorganisms in real time. It is a selective and sensitive
technique because the excitation is performed at one wavelength while the emission is
monitored at longer wavelengths so that background from the excitation source can be
eliminated. This specialized optical property of LIF may be applied to development of an
optical sensor capable of quickly, non-invasively, and quantitatively probing complex
biochemical transformations in microorganisms.
This chapter reports a comprehensive study of auto-fluorescence to identify the
differences between the diazotroph ‘Azotobacter vinelandii –an aerobic soil dwelling
organism, when grown in the presence and absence of a nitrogen source using the LIF
spectroscopy technique. This study of auto-fluorescence was applied to the development
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of a sensitive and specific optical fiber sensor. Although, significant work has been
devoted to study vegetative bacterial cells, to our knowledge there are not many
published reports that employ spectroscopic techniques to study Azotobacters
vinelandii.58-61 In the present work, LIF spectroscopy was used to characterize
Azotobacters vinelandii cells grown in two different environments in order to contribute
to the study of nitro fixation.
Experimental Details
Azotobacter Vinelandii Preparation
An Azotobacter vinelandii wild type strain (DJWT) was grown at 30˚C in a
modified Burk nitrogen-free (BN-) medium. The BN- medium contained 20 g sucrose,
0.64 g of K2HPO4•3H20, 0.16 g of KH2PO4, 0.142 g of Na2SO4, 0.203 g of MgCl2•6H2O,
0.074 g of CaCl2•2H2O, and 0.034 g of FeC6H5O7 per liter. The cells were also grown in
BN+ media. BN+ and BN- media were prepared identically except for the addition of
ammonium acetate (NH4OAcH2O) to BN- media at a concentration of 400 μg/mL. The
number of cells in both media were adjusted to have an optical density (OD = - log (I /I0))
at 600 nm in 1-cm-pathlength) of 1 prior to absorption and fluorescence measurements
using photometer (Thermo Spectronics, Genesys10UV).
Sensor Configuration
A schematic diagram of the system components for the sensor configuration is
shown in Figure 4.1. For fluorescence excitation, a 325 nm continuous wave (CW) HeCd laser (Melles Griot, model series 56) was used. Its output power can maintain output
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of 15 mW. The performance of this laser system was compared to other laser systems
with a similar design configuration, but with different excitation wavelengths. The
instrument employed a frequency-tripled pulsed Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, Continuum, NY
82S-10), CW diode laser ( 405 nm, Thorlabs, DL5146-152), CW He-Cd laser (442 nm,
Melles Griot, model series 56), and CW-DPSS (diode pumped solid state) Nd:YAG laser
(532 nm, Coherent: model M/N-532-400). The output laser beam, with a spot size of ~1
mm, was focused onto the proximal aperture of an Ocean Optics reflection/backscattering
Y-shaped probe (R200-REF). The Y-shaped probe consists of a total of seven optical
fibers, each having a 200 µm core diameter. The Y-shaped probe has a launching fiber
and six surrounding collecting fibers. The distal aperture of the Y-probe delivers the
excitation radiation to illuminate the sample cell at normal incidence, thereby inducing
auto-fluorescence. The laser energy at this fiber end was adjusted to ~ 2 mW. The
diverging output beam from the fiber is used to provide nearly uniform illumination of
the sample. The fluorescence signal was simultaneously collected in the backward
direction by a ring of six collecting optical fibers. The collected LIF signal was
transmitted through an online filter module (containing a 370 nm longpass optical cut-off
filter, Corion, LG-370-S, to minimize the detection of back-scattered excitation light) to a
600-μm core diameter UV-grade fused silica auxiliary fiber prior to feeding it into an
Ocean Optics Inc (OOI) (www.oceanoptics.com) spectrometer. A low-resolution OOI
spectrometer with 600 lines/mm grating (USB2000, covering 200-850 nm) was used in
this work. The OOI spectrometer was interfaced with a notebook computer though a USB
port. The LIF spectrum was collected with OOI data acquisition software. All
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measurements were performed with 100 ms integration time instantaneously averaging
five spectra using the OOI software. The averaged data were processed using Microsoft
EXCEL spread sheet program.

L

Bacteria
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XYZ-Translation
Stage

LASER
D: 200 μm
Cut-off Filter

OO Spectrometer

Y-Reflection Probe

600 μm

D: 200 μm
In-line Filter Holder

Figure 4.1

Schematic Diagrams of System Components for Sensor Configuration

Results and Discussions
The first step in the development of an analytical device based on LIF is to obtain
absorption spectra (absorption and emission spectra tend to follow a mirror-image rule
due to symmetric nature of these spectra).62 In the case of microorganisms, the mirrorimage rule is not followed consistently. Also the absorption spectra are well defined only
in the visible region. Although the absorption spectra are not well defined in the UV
region, measurements of the absorption spectra are still important for distinguishing
different samples on the basis of their spectral contrast. Further, information regarding
the excitation wavelength can also be retrieved. As shown in Figure 4.2, the absorption
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spectra of Azotobacter (plot of OD vs. wavelength) grown under two different conditions
were compared in the 300~650 nm region. To obtain comparable results, the initial OD of
Azotobacter cells grown in BN+ and BN- conditions was reduced by a factor of ~1 OD at
600 nm using photometer. Next, absorption spectra were measured full scale in the
300~650 nm region. The full scale of absorption was measured on UV-visible
spectrophotometer (Hewlett Packard, HP 8453 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer). As
shown in Figure 4.2, the absorption spectra of Azotobacter in both growth conditions
tends to overlap in the spectral range of 575-650 nm, but the spectral difference gradually
increases in the 425~575 nm region. In the shorter wavelength range (300~425 nm), the
spectra show consistent difference on the OD scale. From these results, we can conclude
(1) absorption spectra can distinguish between different growth conditions, and (2) the
excitation wavelength of a LIF experiment should be in the range of 300~575 nm. Based
upon our available laser sources, we considered 325, 355, 405, 442 and 532 nm excitation
wavelengths for characterizing Azotobacter vinelandii.
As the second step of the development of an analytical device, we measured autofluorescence spectra from Azotobacter with various excitation wavelengths to evaluate
the dependence of excitation wavelengths on the Azotobacter vinelandii fluorescence
spectrum. Typical auto-fluorescence spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii (grown in BN+
and BN- environments) obtained with 325, 355, 405, and 442 nm excitation wavelengths
are shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. In the case of 532 nm excitation wavelength,
the fluorescence signal was very weak (graph not shown). A 370 nm cut-off filter was
employed for 325- and 355 nm excitations while 435 nm (Andover, 435FG03-165S) and
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Note: Azotobacter vinelandii suspended in sterile saline suspension. In both cases,
bacteria were harvested in the log-phase. Black line (lower curve) is for growth in
BN+ condition; the gray line (upper curve) is for growth in BN- condition. O.D = log10 (I/I0); I is the intensity of light passed through Azotobacter in media and I0 is
the intensity of light passed media.
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Note: Florescence emission spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii suspend in sterile saline
suspension excited with 325 nm wavelength and with background subtracted.
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Note: Florescence emission spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii suspend in sterile saline
suspension excited with 355 nm wavelength and with background subtracted.
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Fluorescence Emission Spectra of Azotobacter Vinelandii Excited
with 405 nm Wavelength

Note: Florescence emission spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii suspend in sterile saline
suspension excited with 405 nm wavelength and with background subtracted.
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Fluorescence Emission Spectra of Azotobacter Vinelandii Excited
with 442 nm Wavelength

Note: Florescence emission spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii suspend in sterile saline
suspension excited with 442 nm wavelength and with background subtracted.
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475-nm (Andover, 475FG03-165S) cut-off filters were used for 405 and 442 nm
excitations, respectively. All the Azotobacter emission profiles were recorded with
different excitation light sources under identical experimental conditions. Azotobacter
vinelandii fluorescence spectra obtained from two different growth conditions showed
noticeable differences.
To study shape difference, fluorescence spectra were normalized with respect to
the fluorescence primary peak intensity (λMAX= 485~495 nm) in order to compare
spectral features under different growth conditions. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show normalized
fluorescence spectra measured with four difference excitation wavelengths. The spectra
show that the shapes of fluorescence spectra from Azotobacter depend on the choice of
excitation wavelength. As shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the normalized fluorescence
spectra obtained from 442 nm excitation wavelength have a similar shape for both growth
conditions while the normalized spectra obtained from 325, 355, and 405 nm excitations
show shape differences. The fluorescence emission maxima (λMAX) of the Azotobacter
grown in BN+ condition have larger shifts in contrast to spectra under BN- condition
with 325, 355 and 405 nm excitation wavelengths as shown Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The shift
of the LIF band is larger with shorter excitation wavelengths. Figure 4.9 and 4.10 clearly
show the shift and shape changes obtained from 325 and 442 nm for BN+ and BNgrowth condition. These fluorescence spectra can be compared with absorption spectra.
In the 300~425 nm range, the Azotobacter absorptions differed consistently on the OD
scale. However, in terms of relative intensity scale (I=I0*10-OD), the absorption
differences increase for shorter wavelengths. Furthermore, the differences of fluorescence
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spectra also increase when Azotobacter is excited with shorter wavelengths. Secondary
peaks (~400 nm) are observed in the cases of BN+ fluorescence spectra obtained with
325 and 355 nm excitation wavelengths. The fluorescence intensity of the secondary peak
with 325 nm excitation was higher than the intensity of the secondary peak obtained with
355 nm excitation. The fluorescence peak intensity ratio between the two growth
conditions was ~10 at 402 nm. In the fluorescence spectra of Azotobacter excited with
325 nm, the prominent emission maximum (~ 485 nm) and the secondary emission
maximum (~ 400 nm) might be associated with NADH and pyridoxine respectively, as
has been shown in other studies.63-65
On comparing the relative intensity of Azotobacter fluorescence spectra by
changing the growth condition, we found fluorescence intensity was related to absorption.
As shown in Figure 4.2, Azotobacter grown in BN- conditions has higher absorption in
300~450 nm range, while Azotobacter fluorescence intensity of BN- conditions is lower
in that range and higher in 475~650 nm. This result may be explained by fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET). Some of the molecules in Azotobacter grown in BNcondition may absorb energy from the 300~450 nm range and transfer it to molecules that
absorb/emit at longer wavelengths.62 To study relative intensity differences between the
spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii grown in BN- and BN+ conditions, the fluorescence
spectra from Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 were first normalized with the fluorescence
peak height of the spectrum of Azotobacter vinelandii grown in BN- condition, and then
subtracted. Bronk and Reinisch also used the same method to study differences in
fluorescence emission spectra from E.coli bacteria with 290 nm excitation.57
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Note: (bold black line) 325, (bold gray line) 355, (thin black line) 405 and (thin gray line)
455 nm excitation. In each case, fluorescence spectra were first normalized to the
same peak height (maximum fluorescence intensity from Azotobacter vinelandii
grown in BN- condition), then subtracted. A 370 nm long pass optical cut-off filter
was used for 325 and 355 nm excitations; 435 and 475 nm long pass optical cut-off
filters for 405 and 442 nm excitation, respectively.
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Figure 4.11 shows the differences of Azotobacter fluorescence intensity grown in BN+
and BN-conditions using 325, 355, 405, and 442 nm excitation wavelengths. In the 300475 nm range (higher absorption region for BN- condition in Figure 4.2), the
fluorescence intensity differences have negative intensity while the differences are
positive in the 475~650 nm range (similar absorption region from Figure 4.2). In the case
of 442 nm excitation, the fluorescence intensity differences were positive in whole
spectra region. However, the difference was noticeably increased since only the laser
light source might effect to energy transfer. To compare the differences, we calculated

( F BN
J = ∫

−

( λ ) − F BN
I0

+

( λ )) d λ

(4-1)

for negative and positive intensity regions and plotted the integrated areas (J) of negative
vs. positive. In this expression, FBN-(λ) and FBN+(λ) are the relative fluorescence intensity
of BN-condition and BN+ conditions, respectively. I0 is the maximum fluorescence
intensity from the spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii grown in BN- condition.
Figure 4.12 shows the area of negative intensity difference (J1) vs. the area of
positive intensity difference (J2) obtained from Figure 4.11. For this calculation,
fluorescence spectra excited with 442 nm were excluded because negative intensity was
not observed. As shown in Figure 4.11, a 370 nm cut-off filter was employed for 325 and
355 nm excitations while 435 nm and 475 nm cut-off filters were used for 405 and 442
nm excitations respectively. Although the 435 nm cut-off filter reduced/eliminated part of
the fluorescence signals, the area integrations have almost a linear relationship.
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These results show that the shape and intensity differences of fluorescence spectra
obtained from Azotobacter grown in two different conditions may be related to FRET.
Our study has shown that fluorescence spectra measured with 325 nm excitation
have the most noticeable difference for BN+ and BN- growth conditions. Therefore, a
325 nm excitation source was selected for achieving better measurement precision. We
have recorded LIF spectra of Azotobacter using different laser powers for a duration of
five minute. Figure 4.13 shows the fluorescence peak intensity at 495-nm measured from
Azotobacter grown in BN- conditions excited with various laser powers as a function of
time. The fluorescence peak intensity obtained from 0.8 and 1.1 mW laser powers were
not much changed during the 5 minute measurement time; however, the fluorescence
peak intensity decreased with time for 2.0 mW laser power. Consequently, care must be
taken in selection of the laser power used – the laser power needs to be as high as
possible without causing changes in the sample. Figure 4.14 shows the fluorescence
spectra measured before and after exposing 325 nm excitation for 5 minute with 1.1 mW
laser power. Azotobacter fluorescence spectra under both growth conditions, exhibited
steady state response with 1.1 mW laser power.
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Fluorescence Peak Intensity Changes as Function of Time Obtained from
Azotobacter Vinelandii Grown in BN- Condition

Note: Fluorescence peak intensity at 495 nm with 325 nm excitation. Samples were
continuously excited with various laser powers for five min.
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Note: (Top) initial spectra; (Bottom) final spectra obtained from Azotobacter Vinelandii
gown in BN- and BN+ condition with 325 nm excitation, respectively. Samples
were excited with 1.1 mW laser powers for 5min. Black lines are for growth in BN+
condition; gray lines are for growth in BN- condition.
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CHAPTER V
MINIATURIZED NANO-BIO-SENSOR FOR DNA DETECTION
As a third LIF optical bio-sensor, a compact, highly specific, inexpensive and user
friendly optical fiber laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) sensor based on fluorescence
quenching by nanoparticles has been developed to detect single-strand (ss) DNA
hybridization at the femtomolar level. The fluorescence of ss-DNA increases by a factor
of 100 when it binds to a complimentary DNA while the addition of a single-base
mismatch DNA has no effect on the fluorescence efficiency. Theoretical and
experimental results are presented on dye fluorescence quenching induced by gold
nanoparticles having different particle sizes. Fluorescence spectra clearly show that the
quenching efficiency decreases with increasing size of the gold nanoparticles and
increasing the distance between dye and nanoparticles. The mechanism of size- and
distant- dependence fluorescence quenching is discussed. Effects of various influential
experimental parameters and configuration were investigated in order to optimize sensor
performance.
Introduction of Miniaturized Nano-Bio Sensor for DNA Detection
The integration of nanotechnology with biology is expected to produce major
advances in molecular diagnostics, the detection of biological agents and chemical agent
and bioengineering.

1, 2 66-85

Noble metal clusters of nanometer size are attractive probe
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candidates because of (1) their smaller size and larger surface to volume ratio, (2)
different laws of physics come into play in the nano-regime, and (3) unusual target
binding properties. Much effort is currently devoted to the development of surface-based
bio-analytical-sensor concepts that enable selective detection of bio-recognition
reactions. It is highly desirable that these sensor concepts allow rapid high-throughput
analysis, while at the same time fulfill the requirements of high specificity and
sensitivity.
Gold nanoparticles have many unique properties (such as colorimetric,
conductivity, and nonlinear optical properties), and have been explored for potential
applications in biomolecular detection. Oligonucleotide sequences unique to every living
organism and every bacterium, virus, or pathogen provide practical targets for the
identification and diagnosis of various diseases. Conjugates of gold nanoparticles with
oligonucleotides are of great current interest

68-72, 75-77

because of (1) the potential use of

the programmability of DNA base-pairing to organize nanocrystals in space and (2) the
multiple ways of providing a signature for detection of precise DNA sequences.
Detection of specific DNA sequences has important applications in clinical diagnosis,
food and drug industry, pathology, genetics, and environmental monitoring.
Mirkin et al. 77, 78 invented a DNA analysis method by modifying two sets of gold
nanoparticles with different single-stranded (ss) DNA probes and by mixing them with
target DNA. If the target DNA has a sequence complementary to both probes, the target
cross-links the nanoparticles by hybridization, and these results in particle aggregation.
Detection of a single-base mismatch is possible using this system with appropriate
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temperature control. In the cross-linking system, the kinetics of the aggregation is
dominated by random collisions between the nanoparticles with relatively slow Brownian
motion. As a result, the aggregation process is very slow in cross-linking systems; it takes
about an hour at room temperature.
The aggregation process of our non-linking system is much faster (a few minutes)
than that of the cross-linking systems and it can also detect a target DNA with a singlebase mismatch. The fluorescence of ss-DNA increases by a factor of 100 when it binds to
a complementary DNA while the addition of single-base mismatch DNA has no effect on
fluorescence efficiency. We observed a very distinct LIF intensity change after
hybridization even at concentration of 100 femtomolar probe ss-DNA. In this chapter
paper, we report how the shape and size of the nanoparticles influence the distancedependent energy transfer mechanism from the tagged dye to the metal surface, which
causes quenching of the laser induced fluorescence. We also report the theoretical
findings using the fluorescence quenching model by Gersten and Nitzan,21 about the role
of size and shape of the nanoparticle as well as molecule-nanoparticle separation on
Fröster resonance energy transfer (FRET)86 between molecular excited states and
electronic states in metal that determines the resonance fluorescence (RF) quantum
efficiencies.
Recently several groups have reported that nanomaterial surface energy transfer
(NSET) is a technique capable of measuring distances nearly twice as far as FRET in
which energy transfer from a donor molecule to a nanoparticle surface follows
predictable distance dependence. Like FRET, the interaction for NSET is dipole-dipole in
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nature, but is geometrically different because the acceptor nanoparticle has a surface and
an isotropic distribution of dipole vectors to accept energy from the donor. This
arrangement increases the probability of energy transfer and accounts for the enhanced
efficiency of NSET over FRET. In the case of resonant surface-plasmon excitation, a
small dipole in the excited fluorophore induces a large dipole in the particle, leading to an
enhancement in the energy-transfer efficiency.
Using a gold metallic nanoparticle as an acceptor for energy transfer distinguishes
NSET from FRET in two significant aspects: (1) the distance dependence changes from
1/R6 to 1/R4, which extends the usable distances for the measurement; and (2) the same
nanoparticle is able to quench dyes of different emission frequencies, spanning the visible
range into the near-IR. Therefore, NSET can be used for studies in which distances are
expected to extend beyond 10 nm, or studies in which multiple dyes need to be quenched.
The need for optical techniques sensitive enough to detect mismatching base pairs
was greatly increased by the urgent request to identify point mutations associated with
cancer and other diseases. Specifically, technologies based on a DNA-chip platform using
hybridization strategies between a ss-probe DNA immobilized on the sensor surface and a
complementary target strand binding from solution are required. The usual methods
employed to observe such hybridization reactions are based on monitoring the mass
deposition measured with the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) or recording the change
in the optical thickness at the surface detected by surface plasmon spectroscopy (SPS).1, 2,
66-85

Among them, DNA hybridization, offering excellent selectivity by the DNA base

pair coupled with optical detection, is one of the most widely used methods. Usually, a
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fluorescent dye molecule is utilized to signal the hybridization. In ultratrace gene
analysis, signal amplification is the most critical issue and is typically achieved by
coupling fluorophores, such as organic dyes to the DNA probes. The addition of
fluorescent tags followed by LIF is very effective from the standpoint of detection, with
detection limits at the single-molecule level. LIF is relatively easy to implement,
phenomenologically. In this chapter, we report the fabrication of a miniaturized,
inexpensive and battery-operated ultra-sensitive LIF optical fiber sensor, based on
quenching of the LIF signal by gold nanoparticles, to detect single base-mismatch DNA.
A bifurcated optical fiber probe with one excitation fiber and six surrounding collection
fibers were used. Fluorescence was induced by a battery operated laser pointer. Compact
architecture of the designed sensor along with carefully aligned optics, offers a costeffective solution to detect single base-mismatch DNA. The LIF results from the pointer
type laser are compared with the results from the scientific-grade Coherent laser.
Experimental Details
Preparation of Modified DNA
Oligonucleotides with different chain lengths, for example, 1) 5’-Cy3 modified
GGGGCAAAACCTTTGAGGAAACCC-3’, 2) 5’-Cy3 modified GGGCAAAACCCCTTTTGAGG-3’, and 3) 5’-Cy3 modified GGCAACCT-3’ and its unmodified complement
and non-complement (one base pair mismatch) were purchased from MWG biotech.
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl4·3H2O), buffer solution, sodium chloride, and
sodium citrate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used with out further
purification.
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Preparation of Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles with 15 nm diameter were synthesized using the literature
method.87 In brief, 0.01 % solution of HAuCl4·3H2O and 1 wt % of sodium citrate were
prepared. One hundred mL of HAuCl4·3H2O solution was brought to boiling temperature
while being stirred. Three ml of 1 % solution of sodium citrate was added to the boiling
solution. The solution underwent a series of color changes and finally it turned wine red.
It was boiled for another 30 minutes after the final color change to wine red. After
cooling to room temperature, the gold nanopartcle solution was diluted to 100 mL using
deionized water. Gold nanoparticles with different sizes and shapes were synthesized by
controlling the ratio of HAuCl4·3H2O and sodium citrate concentration as reported in the
literature. The gold nanoparticles were characterized by a transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) and by their UV-visible absorption spectrum.
Hybridization Assays
Hybridization of the probe and the target was conducted for 5 minutes in
phosphate buffer solution with 0.3 M NaCl at room temperature. An aliquot of the
hybridization solution was added to 1 mL of the gold colloid solution. One mL of
phosphate buffer was added immediately to the same solution.
Laser Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy System
A schematic diagram of the system components for the LIF sensor configuration
is shown in the Figure 5.1. For fluorescence excitation, the instrument employed a
continuous wavelength (CW) diode pumped solid state (DPSS) Nd:YVO4 laser pointer
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(Bigha: model Jasper Always, www.bigha.com), operating at 532 nm, as an excitation
light source. The laser pointer can maintain 6~9 hour with single lithium battery, and its
maximum output power is ~5 mW. This light source has a capability which can minimize
whole sensor configuration. The performance of this laser system was compared to
another laser system with a similar designed configuration, but with different excitation
light source, CW-DPSS Nd:YAG laser (Coherent: model 532-400). In this minimized
configuration, a Ceram reflection/backscattering Y-shaped optic fiber probe (R200-REF)
was incorporated. This probe consists of total seven optical fibers, each having 200 µm
core diameters with one launching fiber and six surrounding collecting fibers. Excitation
light source was first attenuated using an appropriate neutral density (ND) filter and
coupled to the excitation arm of the Y-shaped reflection probe through a plano-convex
lens (focal length f of ~4.5mm), as shown in Figure 5.1. Typical laser energy at the
sample was adjusted to ~1.3 mW with a 0.3 ND filter. The diverging output beam from
the fiber provided nearly uniform illumination onto the sample. In the Coherent laser
configuration, a 2.0 ND filter was used to attenuate excitation beam to ~1.3 mW. The
fluorescence signal from the sample in the backward direction (180o collection geometry)
was simultaneously collected by a ring of six optical fibers around the single illumination
channel. The collected LIF signal was transmitted through an online filter module
(containing a 570 nm cut-off filter to suppress detection of the backscattered excitation
light) to a 600 μm core diameter UV-grade fused silica auxiliary fiber prior to feeding it
to an Ocean Optics Inc (OOI) (www.oceanoptics.com) spectrometer. A low-resolution
OOI spectrometer with 600 lines/mm grating (USB2000, covers 200-850 nm) was used
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Schematic Diagram of System Components for LIF Sensor Configuration

Note: It consists of several components: (a) diode-pumped solid state Nd:YVO4 laser
pointer, (b) the neutral density filter, (c) plano-convex lens (focal length f of
~4.5mm), (d) Y-reflection probe, (e) sample holder, (f) 570 nm cut-off filer, (g)
optical fiber, and (h) Ocean Optics spectrometer.
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in this work. The OOI spectrometer was interfaced with a notebook computer though a
USB port. The LIF spectrum was collected with OOI data acquisition software. All
measurements were performed with 5 ms integration time and by instantaneously
averaging 5 spectra using the software. The averaged data were processed using
Microsoft EXCEL spread sheet program.
Miniaturized Sensor Configuration
The photograph of the miniaturized system components for the LIF sensor
configuration to detect single base-mismatch DNA is shown in Figure 5.2. The total size
of the sensor configuration was 5’’ x 8’’ x 5’’ including the laser pointer, optical fiber
and OOI spectrometer in aluminum box. All of the components of the sensor were
miniaturized. First, the size of excitation light source was miniaturized, changing the
excitation light source from a Coherent laser to a Bigha laser pointer. The physical
dimension of the laser pointer was 4.2’’ long x 0.75’’diameter. The switch of the laser
pointer is located at the end of laser pointer (right side in figure). It operates with a push
switch. Second, the optics, such as lens (2.5 mm diameter), cut-off filter (25 mm
diameter) and ND filter (25 mm diameter) were also replaced with miniaturized
components to reduce the total size of the sensor configuration. As shown in Figure 5.2,
all optical fibers were placed outside of the aluminum box to show the components of the
sensor. However, they can be inside the box during operation of the system. The OOI
spectrometer was interfaced with a notebook computer though a USB port from inside to
outside the box for the data analysis. A specific type of the sample holder was designed.
This can accommodate two types of standard cuvettes, rectangular as well as cylindrical.
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Figure 5.2

Photograph of System Components for LIF Sensor Configuration

Note: It consists of several components: (a) diode-pumped solid state Nd:YVO4 laser
pointer, (b) holder of the neutral density filter and a plano-convex lens (focal length
f of ~4.5 mm), (c) Y-reflection probe, (d) sample holder, (e) 600 µm optical fiber,
(f) cut-off filer holder, (g) OOI spectrometer, and (h) USB cable of computer for
data acquisition.
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The Y-reflection probe attached to tha sample holder can be easily slide to the desired
sample position. The sample can be changed without opening the box.
Results and Discussions
Size of Gold Nanparticles
Table 5.1 shows the absorption spectra peak maxima of different size gold
nanoparticles. The plasmon absorption is clearly visible and its maximum red shifts with
increasing particle diameter. Nanoparticle colloidal solutions of gold show a very intense
color, which is absent in the bulk material as well as for individual atoms. Their origin is
attributed to collective oscillation of free conduction electrons induced by an interacting
electromagnetic field. These resonances are also denoted as surface plasmons. Mie was
the first to describe them quantitatively by solving Maxwell's equations with the
appropriate boundary conditions for spherical particles. The total extinction cross section
composed of absorption and scattering is given as a summation over all electric and
magnetic multipole oscillations. For nanoparticles that are small compared to the
wavelength λ of the exciting light (λ>>2R, for gold 2R < 25 nm) only the dipole
absorption of the Mie88 equation contributes to the extinction cross section σext of the
nanoparticles. For larger nanoparticles (2R > 25 nm) the extinction cross section is also
dependent on higher-order multipole modes within the full Mie equation and the
extinction spectrum is then also dominated by quadrupole and octopole absorption as
well as scattering. These higher oscillation modes explicitly depend on the particle size.
With increasing size the plasmon absorption maximum is shifted to longer wavelength
and the bandwidth increases. The total plasmon band absorption is then a superposition of
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Table 5.1
Peak Absorption Maxima of Different Size Gold Nanoparticles
Volume 10 mM
HAuCl4 (mL)

Volume 1%
Trisodium
Citrate (mL)

λmax (nm)

Observed Average
Diameter (nm)

1.25

2.0

518

8.0

1.25

1.6

519

10.0

1.25

1.3

520

13.0

1.25

1.0

522

16.0

1.25

0.750

528

25.0

1.25

0.500

532

41.0

1.25

0.400

537

55.0

1.25

0.300

545

75.0

1.25

0.200

575

99.0
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all contributing multipole oscillations peaking at different energies. The excitation of the
higher-order modes is explained in terms of an inhomogeneous polarization of the
nanoparticles by the electromagnetic field as the particle size becomes comparable to the
wavelength of the exciting radiation.
Paresh Chandra Ray et al.89 simulated the nature of the SPB (surface plasmon
bands) using modified Mie theory as developed by Xu and Wang.90 Their calculations
indicate that the distance between Au nanoparticles, either as discrete particles or as
aggregates of varying size, has a significant influence on predicted extinction spectra.
Comparing the experimental results with theoretical findings, a fairly good agreement
between them is seen. The calculation indicates that when two nanoparticles are brought
to within ~2.5 times the particle diameter their plasmons couple in a distance-dependent
manner. As the inter-particles distance decreases, the coupled plasmon resonance
wavelength red-shifts. Similar observations have been reported recently by Su et al.91
Fluorescence Quenching
As shown in Figure 5.3, a very distinct LIF intensity change after hybridization
even with 100-femtomolar concentration of probe ss-DNA was observed. Fluorescence
from unhybridized probe ss-DNA was mostly quenched by the gold nanoparticles. After
hybridization, since the double-strand (ds) DNA was not adsorbed onto gold
nanoparticles, the fluorescence signal was not quenched by the gold nanoparticles. This
detection is based on the fact that double and single stranded oligonucleotides have
different electrostatic properties as shown in Figure 5.4. This can be due to the fact that in
the presence of ss-DNA, the oligonucleotides adsorbs onto gold colloid through van der
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Waals and other electrostatic forces and provide negative charges which enhance the
repulsion between gold nanoparticles. The electrostatic forces are due to dipolar
interactions and depend on the configuration and orientation of ss-DNA. Attractive
electrostatic forces between gold nanoparticles and nucleotides cause ss-DNA to adsorb
irreversibly onto the gold colloid. When target DNA with a complementary sequence is
added to the probe DNA, a clear colorimetric change from red to blue-gray color is
observed within a few minutes.

Figure 5.3

Plot of Fluorescence Intensity vs. Wavelength for 5’-Cy3
Modified DNA
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Schematic Illustration of DNA Hybridization Process

After hybridization, ss-DNA forms ds-DNA which has double–helix geometry.
As a result, the ds-DNA cannot uncoil sufficiently like ss-DNA to expose its bases to the
gold nanoparticle. Repulsion between the charged phosphate backbone of ds-DNA and
citrate ions from the gold nanoparticle dominates the electrostatic interaction, which does
not allow ds-DNA to adsorb onto the gold nanoparticle. To demonstrate that after
hybridization the ds-DNA was not adsorbed onto the gold nanoparticle, we centrifuged
the solution at 13 000 rpm for 20 min; the precipitate was redispersed into 2 mL of buffer
solution for an LIF experiment. Any fluorescence signal from the gold nanoparticles is
not observed after centrifuging, whereas the supernatant shows strong fluorescence and
the intensity is about the same as we observed after hybridization. This indicates that dsDNA is not able to adsorb onto gold nanoparticles after hybridization. The amount of dsDNA was measured by fluorescence, and the gold particle concentration was measured
by optical absorbance. By dividing the total number of oligo molecules by the total
number of nanoparticles, we estimated that there are about two or three DNA molecules
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per gold nanoparticle. To understand the kinetics of the hybridization process we have
measured the fluorescence intensity at different time intervals. Figure 5.5 shows the
percentage of fluorescence intensity as a function of time during the hybridization
process. Our data indicate that the hybridization process is almost complete (>90%)
within 25 min.

Figure 5.5

Plot of Percentage of Fluorescence Signal as Function of Time during
Hybridization Process

Note: Our data indicate that the hybridization process is almost complete (>90%) within
25 min.
To understand the mechanism of fluorescence quenching, we have used different
length ss-DNAs attached to gold nanoparticles through an –SH linkage. 3-thiol (–SH)
group and a 5-fluorpophore containing ss-DNA were purchased from MWG biotech. The
oligos were incubated with gold particles overnight. The oligo–particle conjugates were
gradually exposed to 0.1 M NaCl in a PBS buffer over a 16 h period, according to a
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procedure reported by Mirkin and coworker.78 Figure 5.6 shows a schematic diagram of
the nanoparticle probes and their operating principles for the DNA hybridization process
when the ss-DNA is attached to a gold nanoparticle through an –S-linkage.

ss-DNA

Fluorphore
Au

Au

S

Complementary DNA

Figure 5.6

Fluorphore

ds-DNA

Schematic Illustration of DNA Hybridization Process

Note: DNA is attached to a gold nanoparticle through an –S-linkage.

By varying the DNA lengths after hybridization, the separation distance between
gold nanoparticle and Cy3 dye can be systematically varied between 3 nm and 100 nm:
e.g., 3 nm for 7 base pair (bp) DNA, 6.2 nm for 15 bp DNA, 13.04 nm for 30 bp DNA,
and 23.24 nm for 60 bp DNA. We calculated the distance using the literature.92, 93 and
assumed a linear ds-DNA strand configuration. Figure 5.7 shows how the fluorescence
intensity varies with an increase in the distance between the gold nanoparticle and the dye.
Our result indicates that there is no quenching after 160 base pairs. To understand the
mechanism of fluorescence quenching, it is important to first consider whether Au
nanoparticles should be treated as a conventional quencher and whether the standard
Förster formula 90 could be used to calculate the energy-transfer efficiencies.
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Variation of Fluorescence Intensity with Increment of Number of Base
Pair in 3`-thiol (-SH) Group and 5’-Cy3 Modified DNA
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In the case of resonant surface-plasmon excitation, a small dipole in the excited
fluorophore induces a large dipole in the particle, leading to an enhancement in the
energy-transfer efficiencies.
The Förster formula86 is very convenient and can be applied routinely at the single
molecule detection limit. However, the length scale for detection in Förster methods is
limited by the nature of the dipole-dipole mechanism, which effectively constrains the
length scales to distances on the order of <100 Å (R0 ≈ 60 Å). The fluorescence quantum
yield is determined by the radiative rate constant, kr , and its nonradiative counterpart, knr
: τ= (kr + knr)-1 where τ is the observed radative life time. At small distances (1-2 nm), the
large fluorescence quenching efficiency of 99.8% is due to two effects, 1) the gold
nanoparticles increase the nonradiative rate knr of the molecules due to energy transfer,
and 2) the radiative rate kr of the molecules is decreased because the molecular dipole and
the dipole induced on the gold nanoparticles radiate out of phase if the molecules are
oriented tangentially to the gold nanoparticles surface. At larger distances the distancedependent quantum efficiency is almost exclusively governed by the radiative rate as
reported recently. In the case of τnr (= 1/knr)<< τr(= 1/kr), the quantum yield (QY) is
primarily governed by the nonradiative lifetime and can be approximated as QY(τnr) ≈ τnr
/

τr. To calculate τnr and τr at the emission wavelength of 565 nm, we have used the

Gersten and Nitzan model21. The dielectric function of gold is used as reported in the
literature.94 For the calculation, the radiative rate is derived using Hertzian dipole
emitters. The dipole for the entire system has been considered, including the intrinsic
molecular dipole, the molecular dipole induced by the dipole field of the adjacent
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nanoparticle, and the dipole of the nanoparticle driven by the dipole field of the molecule.
The resonance energy transfer of the molecular excitation was considered by calculating
the absorption of the molecular dipole field at the position of the gold nanoparticles.
Figure 5.8 shows how the percentage of fluorescence quenching efficiency varies with
the distance between the gold nanoparticle and the fluorophore. We find fairly good
agreement between theory and experiment as shown in Figure 5.8. The discrepancy
between theory and experiment may be due to overestimation of the distance between
gold nanoparticles and fluorophores. Due to the effect of surface charge, surface
coverage, mutual strand interaction on the bending properties of individual DNA strand,
the apparent length of the oligonucleotides may be smaller than their expected molecular
length.
Figure 5.9 shows how the quenching efficiency changed with particle size. Note
that the quenching efficiency decreases with an increase of particle diameter. The
quenching efficiency with particle size is different for two different size resumes. Until
25 nm diameter, we noted almost complete quenching of fluorescence signal and then the
quenching rate decreases abruptly with an increase of particle size. This may be due to
several factors 1) since the gold concentration is the same for all sets of particles, the
bigger diameter the particle, the lower is the total surface area of the particles due to the
lower concentration of the particles. The increased total surface area with progressive
decrease in particle size can accumulate a large number of probe molecules around the
gold particles and therefore, smaller particles become efficient quencher of molecular
fluorescence than that of larger ones. Secondly, the quantum yield is primarily governed
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by the nonradiative lifetime and can be approximated as QY(τnr) ≈ τnr / τr. Recently
Dulkeith et. al.95 have measured the τnr and τr for different size gold nanoparticles. Their
experimental results indicate that the rate of τnr increases with particle size is much higher
than τr increases and as a result the quantum yield increases with the particle size. As
related about, our results contradict their conclusion.
Hybridization Using Miniaturized Sensor
We believe that the nanotechnology-based method can be used to get better results in all
categories that are important in DNA detection - sensitivity, selectivity, cost, ease of use,
and speed. For this purpose, feasibility of using an inexpensive and miniaturized sensor
has been explored by evaluating the performance of two different configurations. Various
factors influencing the sensor operation were studied with special attention to the
sensitivity aspect of the designed sensor system. Figure 5.10 shows LIF intensity
measured using the miniaturized sensor before and after addition of target DNA into
probe DNA. We observed a very distinct LIF intensity change after hybridization even
with a concentration of 800 femtomolar probe ss-DNA. Typical fluorescent spectra
obtained from different numbers of base pairs tagged DNA, attached to gold
nanoparticles through an –SH bond, using a miniaturized sensor system are shown in
Figure 5.11.
The fluorescence signals excited with the laser pointer and the Coherent laser are
shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.7, respectively. All the emission profiles were
obtained under the best illuminating conditions. The measured spectra were corrected for
source intensity fluctuations and spectral response of the system.
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Variation of Fluorescence Intensity with Increment of Base Pairs in 5’Cy3 Modified DNA
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In the both cases, the observed major emission maxima (λMAX) were 627 and~
635 nm and the full-width-at-half-max (F.W.H.M) Δλ = ~83 nm. The standard deviation
(STD) and the relative standard deviation (RSTD) of fluorescence peak intensity (IMAX)
were close in both configurations. The averaged RSTD from the Bigha laser pointer
configuration was about 0.324% while it was 0.342% from the Coherent laser
configuration. Even if the laser pointer is less expensive than the Coherent lasers, the
fluorescence spectra showed similar trends for the λMAX, Δλ and IMAX in both
configurations, but the fluorescence spectra recorded with the Coherent configuration
showed a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Indeed, the quality of the fluorescence response, in
terms of signal-to-noise, for the Coherent laser configuration is better than the laser
pointer configuration. However the sensitivity and the compact features of laser pointer
configuration have an edge over the bulky configuration of the Coherent laser.
The recorded fluorescence spectra of dye-tagged DNA absorbed on nanoparticles
depend on the particle size and the distance between two nanoparticles. However, it
depends not only on the properties of nanoparticles, but also on the power of the
excitation light source. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 shows a linear relation between IMAX and
laser power for fluorescence spectra of nanoparticles absorbed onto the dye tagged DNA.
As shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, IMAX from Only dye (upper) and 70bp DNA (lower)
linearly increase with an increase in the laser power (P) of light source.

The slope (Δ

IMAX/ Δ P) shows a similar trend for both configurations. Δ IMAX/ Δ P of the only dye and
70 bp DNA from the laser pointer configuration was about 2109.4 and 729.22 a.u./mW,
respectively while they are 1968.4 and 837.19 a.u./mW, respectively from the Coherent
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laser configuration. These linear relations show the feasibility of the low power laser light
source and the compact and inexpensive, but sensitive sensor configuration for detecting
ss-DNA hybridization based on fluorescence quenching by nanoparticles.
From the previous discussion, we found that there is a linear relation between the
IMAX and laser power obtained from the fluorescence spectra of nanoparticles, absorbed
by dye-tagged DNA. To improve the measurement precision of the miniturized sensor
using the laser pointer, fluorescence spectra of nanoparticles with dye-tagged DNA were
normalized with the transmitted peak intensity of the excitation laser light source (532
nm). Figure 5.14 shows the part of the excitation laser light source transmitted through
the OOI spectrometer, using a 550 nm cut off filter instead of a 570 nm cut-off filter. The
signal-to-noise ratios of the fluorescence signal can be increased by normalizing with the
peak intensity of the part of the excitation light source transmitted into the spectrometer.
Figure 5.15 shows that small IMAX fluctuations of the fluorescence spectra can be detected
with changes of the power of laser light as time passes. Figure 5.14 show the λMAX at
~627 and~ 635 nm and the Δλ at ~83 nm could be observed. The STD and the RSTD of
the IMAX were small enough. The averaged RSTD from the normalized fluorescence
spectra was smaller than 1.0%. The normalized fluorescence spectra showed higher
RSTD comparing with non-normalized spectra. However, the fluorescence spectra
normalized with 532 nm gave better signal-to-noise ratio compared with non-normalized
spectra. A small change of fluorescence signal of dye tagged DNA absorbed on
nanoparticles could be detected from the fluorescence spectra normalized with 532 nm.
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Plot of IMAX vs. Laser Power Excited with Laser Pointer

Note: The plot was obtained from two different fluorescence spectra of nanoparticles
absorbed by the dye-tagged DNA, excited with the laser pointer.
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Plot of IMAX vs. Laser Power Excited with Coherent Laser

Note: Plot of peak intensity IMAX vs. laser power obtained from two different
fluorescence spectra of nanoparticles absorbed by the dye tagged DNA, excited
with the Coherent laser.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, two different types of bio-photonic optical fiber sensors based
on LIF spectroscopy were described. The first type of LIF bio-photonic sensors was
endogenous fluorescence for (1) human breast cancer cell lines and (2) Azotobacter
vinelandii (an aerobic soil dwelling organism). The second type of bio-photonic sensor
was exogenous for (3) specific DNA detection.
Conclusions of Bio-Photonic Sensor for Cancer Cell Detection
From the results reported in Chapter 3, it can be seen that the sensor optimized
with 90o collection geometry, has enhanced the sensitivity with far better cancer
identification and resolution capability, 180o collection geometry using an Ocean Optics
reflection/backscattering probe. The signal-to-noise ratio obtained from 90o collection
geometry was 8 times greater than using 180o collection geometry. There is no optical
fiber damage or degradation due to a pulsed laser at 355 nm with the 90o collection
geometry.
This dissertation demonstrates that auto-fluorescence spectroscopy can use an
improved optical configuration to distinguish the malignant state. Two different types of
human breast cancer cell lines were used for the analysis. Small transformations of
fluorescence signal from cell lines can be observed with the second configuration. The
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spectra can be standardized by normalizing using the fluorescence peak intensity of a
reference dye solution. As the second step of the development of diagnostic LIF sensor
for cancer cell, we described auto-fluorescence spectra from MCF-7 cells grown in two
different growth conditions (with and without 4-hydroxytamoxifen) to distinguish growth
condition and identify biochemical change of MCF-7. From these results, we can
conclude 405 nm excitation is a better option to detect MCF-7 cancer cells for indication
of growth conditions.
Conclusions of Bio-Photonic Sensor for Bacteria Analysis
In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated a LIF-based optical fiber sensor for
distinguishing and identifying Azotobacter vinelandii corresponding to different growth
environments that alter the expression of nitrogenase in Azotobacter vinelandii. We found
that absorption spectra differences have close relationships with fluorescence spectral
differences. From the absorption spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii, we found the
excitation wavelength for distinguishing different growth condition should be in the
range of 300-425 nm. LIF spectra of Azotobacter vinelandii with the excitation
wavelengths of 325, 355, 405 and 425 nm were recorded and compared. We found most
noticeable fluorescence spectra differences by a factor of ~10 for BN+ and BN- growth
conditions with 325 nm excitation.
This study has demonstrated that LIF spectra can offer preliminary information
about the physiological and biochemical status of bacteria. Based upon these results, our
LIF sensor can be modified and improved for better analysis. Looking into the future, we
expect these optical fiber sensor developments will have important implications for the
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development of better biosensors for the areas of biochemistry, chemistry, and genetics
research, and for the agricultural industry.
Conclusions of Miniaturized Nano-Bio-Sensor for DNA Detection
In Chapter 5, we demonstrated a compact, highly specific laser-induced
fluorescence assay for ss-DNA sequence recognition at the femtomolar level based on the
distance and size-dependent optical properties at the nano-interface. Size dependence
optical absorption properties have been described using experimental observation and
theoretical modeling. Our results show an efficient long-range energy-transfer effect that
is able to quench fluorescence more than 80% from the fluorophores over spatial distance
as large as 30 nm. Our experimental results on distance-dependent fluorescence
quenching matches quite well with the theoretical findings using fluorescence quenching
model by Gersten and Nitzan.21 Our experimental observation paradigm for design of
optical based molecular ruler strategies at distances more than doubles the distances
achievable using traditional dipole-dipole Coulombic energy transfer-based methods. The
quenching efficiency with particle size is different for two different size regimes and the
efficiency depends on the surface area and rate of radiative and nonradiative decay. Our
results indicate that Coherent laser configuration and the laser pointer configuration give
similar results, but still the sensitivity and the compactness of the laser pointer
configuration has an edge over the bulky configuration of the Coherent laser. Also,
sensitivity of the detection of the fluorescence signal can increase by transmitting
excitation light source and normalizing the fluorescence signal of dye tagged DNA
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absorbed on nanoparticles with the signal of the light source Looking into the future, we
expect these compact sensor developments will have important implications for the
development of better biosensors and bioassay for application to pathogen detection,
clinical analysis and biomedical research. Our observations also point toward the exciting
possibility of performing spatially confined detection on array formats of biological
recognition, for example, RNA/DNA hybridization or antibody-antigen recognition.
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